
The smart digital intake 
for travel organizationshello

ella. . .  Start a conversation. Generate more leads. Grow your business.

North-Portugal is beautiful! 
My pleasure to help you out.

To begin with: do you already know what you want to do or 
would you like me to give a couple of suggestions?

Not sure yet, suggestions would 
be great.

Perfect. Let’s start with some general activities. In the 
north of Portugal are some great wineries to be found. 

Is that something that sparks your interest?

Yes, definitely! 

Great! Shall I look into possibilities for guided 
tours or would you like to explore on your own?

I am fine exploring on my own. 
Maybe later we’ll decide on tours. 

And how about visiting cities like Porto, Braga, 
Guimaraes and Chaves? 



HelloElla. . .  

We want to make it easy and accessible 
for travel companies to connect with 
their customers personally - at scale



For small and mid-sized travel companies it 
is hard to grow the business on their own

Problem. . .  

High customer 
acquisition costs

Low 
conversions

Low 
margins

€€€ €



Problem

Also, for 
customers it’s 
not easy 
to find the 
right trip

Problem. . .  



ProblemProblem. . .  Current solutions travel companies use 
only increase waste

Create more 
trips 

which causes more 
choice overload 
and a need for 

advice

Use generic intake 
or email forms 
that create generic 
advice and do not 

improve conversion

Employ more 
sales 

or extend calling 
hours which further 

reduces margins

Create high level 
proposals 

to deal with all 
requests efficiently but 

which do not reflect 
the customer’s needs

Spend more on 
advertising 

which causes waste 
because leads don’t 

convert well

Waste



60.000

Market. . .  

Travel agents

Tour operators

Travel agencies



Lower sales costs

Generate more leads

Increase conversion

✓

✓

✓

ProblemSolution. . .  
A chatbot solution to create 

personal, digital sales conversations



ProblemSolution. . .  

Great. 
Another chatbot solution.

Hi there.



Other 
chatbot 
solutions

How HelloElla is different from other chatbot solutions
1. Tech AND content

Product. . .  



What kind of accommodation 
do you have in mind?

Cottage InnB&B or small hotel Holiday park

Product. . .  

How HelloElla is different from other chatbot solutions
2. Tailored for travel



Product. . .  

How HelloElla is different from other chatbot solutions
3. Automated lead scoring based on data



Product. . .  

Choose from ready 
made intake flows

1

Help customers to 
shape travel wishes

Prioritize leads and 
pick the best follow up

2 3

helloella.io/demo
North-Portugal is beautiful! My pleasure to 

help you out.

To begin with: do you already know what you want to 
do or would you like me to give a couple of 

suggestions?

Not sure yet, suggestions would 
be great.

Perfect. Let’s start with some general activities. In the 
north of Portugal are some great wineries to be found. Is 

that something that sparks your interest?

Yes, definitely! 

Great! Shall I look into possibilities for guided tours 
or would you like to explore on your own?

I am fine exploring on my own. Maybe later 
we’ll decide on tours. 

And how about visiting 
cities like Porto, Braga, 

Guimaraes and Chaves? 

2 3

How it works

helloella.io/demo



We provide access to the smart intake 
through subscription based on:

Number of 
intakes

Customization 
needs

Revenue 
model. . .  



Valborg Korthals Altes
Sales, Customer success 
& Conversational design

Co-founder

Nick Wevers
Tech, Product 
& Marketing

Co-founder

Stergios Tegos
Development

Isa Duyn
Operations

Team. . .  



Clients

Selection
of funnel

Traction. . .  

We launched 1 month ago



MVP

First clients live

EUR 300.000 funding
OCT 2020

2021

2022

Plug & Play

Automated 
suggestions

• Expand intake library

• Improve platform

• Grow sales

Self 
customization

Roadmap & 
funding. . .  



Valborg Korthals Altes

valborg@helloella.io  

+31 6 22 97 3 770

Say 
hello

Take a look

helloella.io/demo


